7 171 which were laboratory-confirmed. Here we a use combination of on-site portable 172 virus genome sequencing, and epidemiological analysis of case count and web search 173 data to describe the circulation, genetic diversity, epidemic potential and attack rates 174 of a large CHIKV outbreak in Boa Vista. 279 Maximum likelihood analysis and temporal signal estimation 280 Maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic analyses were performed for each dataset 281 using RAxML v8 [36] . We used a GTR nucleotide substitution model with 4 282 gamma categories (GTR+4). In order to investigate the evolutionary temporal 283 signal in each dataset, we regressed root-to-tip genetic distances against sample 284 collection dates using TempEst [37] . For both datasets we obtained a strong linear 285 correlation (dataset 1: r 2 =0.93; dataset 2: r 2 =0.84) suggesting these alignments 286 contain sufficient temporal information to justify a molecular clock approach. 454 Additionally, the timing of the peak of Google searches corresponds to that of 455 notified and confirmed cases with a peak in July 2017 (Figure 4a and c, Figure 4b 456 and f). It is important to note that web search activity was available weeks or 457 months before the final number of confirmed (and suspected) cases were made 458 publicly available. This fact highlights the potential utility of monitoring disease- 538 albopictus mosquitos in the Indian Ocean region were identified in this study. 
